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An n-firm oligopoly model, pa!ametrked by the degr x: of ilexibdity of the technology and where 
firms chooce the optimal scale of production (caphety) first and then a ~m~titive stage 
follows, is preseated. It is shown that in (Nash) eqilibr;*lm as one moveS from non-flexible to 
flexible technologies the resulting price ranges from the L-‘ournot price to the Bertrand price. 
Furthermore, if the slope of short run marginal cost is bo? nded, the order of magnitude of the 
margin of price over long run unit cost is l/n* and the speed of convergence to the efficient 
outcome as the number of firms grows is, In a finer sense, faster the more flexible is the 
technology. 

Consider an n-firm industry sellilsg an homogenous product. Su 
firms have identical and constant long run unit costs: equal to c (there are 
fixed costs and no capacity limits). In Cournot competition 
quantity decisions and bring to the market wkat they IAV 
market price being the one that equates s Iy and demand. 
competition producers set prices and dema oes to the lowest 
which then produce to satisfy this demand. T’her~ is no resi al demand left 
for high price producers since we are in the ‘long run’ a 
capacity limits. In the Cournot case the equilibrium price is bigher than 

marginal cost c and in the Bertrand case all active firms charge c. 
In both models the equilibrium concept is the non-cooperative equilibriu 

of Nash in which every firm maximizes profits given the actGans of the other 
firms. In the Bertrand case actions are prices and Gurnot case, 
quant’ties.’ What seems irn~~rt~~t is to ex~~~i?~ the of prrrce over 

*This paper is based on. Vives (1983,ch. 3j. written under the supervision of Gcmrd Deb:eu. 
Earlier versions of this work were presented at the Econometric Satiety Meetings held in St,;7 
Fran&xc in Dc -endxr, 1983 and at Ehe !!iegovia crkshop on Molzspoiis~is ~~~~~~~~i~~ an: 

OPigqTcly -%l?eevg i!l Au&!& 19hC i am grai-r :o c.QCW Fr?Jerr”scrg, .,,$qcj?_eLf >Jy.:S_b-‘&‘; 

Nirvikar Singh and two anonymous referees for helpful czomments. 
‘There is an extensive literature on quantity and price Nash competition starting from the 

work of Cournct (1838) and ertrand (1883). See Ihe SQQ~S by Friedman 1’1977) 2nd Shubik 
(Gth Levitan) ( 19hO). 
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long run unit cost, which can be taken as an indication of the degree of 
inefficiency of the market. Several attempts have been made to build grneral 
models which have the Bertrand and Gournot conjectures as particular cases 
and which yield a prediction‘ of the market price. Bresnahan (1981) take2 tht* 
conjectural variation approach, which goes back to Bowle;l,’ and req rircc 
the conjectures of the firms to be consistent in the sense that conjectures and 
reactions should be the same. Under certain assumptions he shows that tiers; 
is a unique consistent conjectures equilibrium. Grossman (19P’\ conside.-s a 
model of free entry into an industry with large fixed costs where firms’ 
strategies are supply functions and argues that the competitive equilibri!rm, 
when ir exists, is always a Nash equilibrium in stipply functions. Thzse 
supply ft nctions are, in principle, arbitrary, being rationalized as contrazts 
with C~~Y;;I_XIWS. Cifierent abilities of incumbents and potential entrants to 
make contracts with consumers characterize the Cournot and Bertrand 
worlds.3 

We consider in this paper a two-stage process where firms first make a 
commitment and choose a ‘capacity’ of production and then a competitive, 
price-taking, stage foiiows. ‘We take as a starting point the following 
interpretation of Cournot competitio?: firms purchase capacity at a constant 
marginal cost c and once capacity is set production costs are zero up to the 
capacity limit and infinite afterwards. Firms choose first simultaneously and 
independently their capacities and afterwards there is a competitive, price- 
taking, stage where production takes place. That is, we have a two-stage 
process where at the first stagr firm i chooses its supply function (through its 
capacity choice) for the market clearing stage to follow.4 

Think no:v of ‘capacity’ as the eficient scale of operation of the firm. That 
is, firm i when choosing a capacity level k is choosing a cost function with 
minimum average cost equai to c (the constant long run marginal cost) at an 
output level equal to k. Marginal production costs are zero up to k and 
afterwards they increase with slope proportional to A, where d is a positive 
constant. We can think that the firm before the market period buys or 
contracts for output k at unit cQst c. If the firm wants to sell more at the 
second stage, it has to pay an additional cost over c. The technology is 
f!cxible, for fmite i,, in the sense that once firm i is ccmmitted to a capacity 

‘See Friedman (1977) for an account of the conjectural variation approach. 
3Along these lines Singh WK! Vives (1985) consider a differentiated duouoly where firms can 

make only two type; of binding contracts with consumers: the quantity contract and the mice 
contract. They show that, restricting attention to subgame perfect equilibria of a two-stage same 
wheVe first firms choose what type of contract to offer the consumers and afterwards they 
comxte contingent on thr chosen types of contracts, if the goods are subslitutes jcomplP_aents) 
it is 1 dominant strategy for firm i to chcxe the quantity (price) contract. 

4Krep~ and Sc’neinkman (1983) consider a two-stage duopoly game where first firms choose 
quan ities (i)r capacities) and then compete by price i la Bertrand. Under L particuiar rationing 
rule )f unsatisfied demand they show that the Cournot outcome is the only equilibrium 
outco ne. 
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level li it can still produce more than k at an increasilrg marginal cost larger 
than o When A=0 the technology is completely flexible as there is no 

‘penalty’ associated with producing more than k. When i,= EXZ the technology 
is completely mfiexible and the firm cannot produce more than k. r: 
represents thus the degree of flexibility of the technology. 

The capacity choice of firm i determines its supply in the competitive 
stage. The market clearing price is the one that equates total supply with 
demand. Therefore, firm i can evaluate the profits it will get from any 
capacity choice given the choice of the other firms. We look at the (Nash) 
equilibria of this game and, under certain assumptions, show that as L ranges 
from infinity to zero, that is, as we go from a completely inflexible to a 
completely flexible technology, the equilibrium price ranges monotonically 
from the Cournot to the Bertrand price. When the technology is inflexible 
capacity has its full pre-commitment value and we are in the Cournot world. 
The more flexible the technology is the more capacity loses its pre- 
commitment power and the closer we are to the Bertrand world. Our theory 
predicts that the margin over long run marginal cost will be positively 
related to A, which, in a first approximatit.sn, is the steepness of short run 
marginal cost after the eficient scale of operation. Larger margins will be 
associated to inflexible technologies, that is, with closeness to the Cournot 
world and smaller ones to flexible technologies and with closeness to the 
Bertrand world.5 

It is well known that in our context the order of magnitude of the margin 
of the Cournot price over long run marginal cost c is I/n.6 That is to say, the 
Cournot price converges to c as the number of firms grows at a rate l/n. We 
show in our model that given any positive 3, the rate of convergence of the 
equilibrium price pX to c is l/n” if the slope of marginal cost is bounded and 
furthermore that the convergence is faster (in a finer sense) for more flexible 
technologies. Tha.t is, introducing some flexibility in the technology the order 
of magnitude of p,* -c is l,‘n2 and we can order the speed of convergence 
according to the flexibility of the technology in the natural way. 

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 establishes the benchmark 
equilibria: Bertrand and Cournot. Section 3 presents the model and derives 
the main resulis. The asymptotic properties of the equilibria as the number 
of firms grow are examined in section 4. Concluding remarks follow. 

2, Long rue rtrand amd Csurnot equi~i 

Consider an n-firm industry selling an homogenous product. arginat costs 

‘Dixon (1985a, b) has independently dev&ped an approach re:ated to the one in the present 
paper. 

‘See, for example, Rufiin (1971) for a Cow-not homogenous product setting and Vives (1985) 
for a differentiated demand structure. 
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are constant and equal to c for all firms. There are no fixed costs and no 
capacity limits. We are considering thus a long run situation. The cofistant 
marginal cost c may be viewed as the envelope oi a family of short rum U- 
shaped average cost functions with c as minimum average cost. Inverse 
demand is given by a continuous function P(s), which is positive, twice- 
continuously differentiable, strictly decreasing and concave on some bounded 
interval (0, X). For X2X, P(X) =O. Let D( .) denote the demand function 
and p= Y(0). That is, D equals P- ’ and shares the same properties of F OII 
the interval (0, p3. To avoid trivial cases suppose that j?> c. Under these 
conditions the effkient price (the one that maximizes total surplus) equals 
marginal cost, c, and total output is then D(c). Propositions 1 and 2 
characterize the Cournot and Bertrand equilibria. 

In Cournot competition firms set quantities and in equilibrium each firm 
maximizes profit given the quantities produced by other firms. 

Proposition I (Cournot equilibrium), There is a unique a.nd symrrletric Cour- 
rrot equilibrium with alb the firms producing a positive quantity 2,. It is the :~y 
root of P(nx) +x.P’(nx) -c=O in the interval (0, D(c)/n). Furthermore the order 
of magnitude of the niargin over marginal cost c is l/n, 

ProojI For the first part of the statement, see Burger (19633. For the second 
part notice that 2” converges to 0 as n grows since ni,, <D(c) and then from 
the first order condition the Cournot price, j,, converges to c since demand 
has bounded slope. Therefore total output, nAn, goes to D(c) and the order of 
magnitude of R, is l/n which is the same as the order of magnitude of in--c. 
That is, n@, -c) = nz?JP’(rG,)l converges t3 D(c)lP’(D(c))l as n goes to 
infinity. [ I 

In Bertrand competition firms set prices, and in equilibrium each firm 
maximizes profit given the prices set by the other firms. Let N= (1,2,. . . , n} 
be the set of firms. We suppose that the firms which set the lowest price split 
the demand and the remaining firms do not sell anything. That is, given 
(Pj)ia# sales 0; firm i are 

NPi) 
xi=---- 

1 
if gj~pi for all HEN where l=#(j~lV:~j:=~i), 

=0 otherwise. 

Proposition 2 (Bertranlc’ equilibrium). (pi)iEN is a Bertrand equilibrium $ and 
only ifpizc for all Jirms and at least two firms set the price equal to marginal 
cost. 
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Remark. When n =2 the unicme Betrand equilibiium is pi= c, i= l,%, ln any 
case the unique symmetric equilibrium is pi=c for all fi‘rms. There are other 
equilibria when r&z 3 but if a firm sets a price larger than rn~r~na~ cost in 
equilibrium it gets no demand and therefore it does not produce anything. 
Therefore the only equilibrium where all the firms are producing a positive 
amount is the symmetric one. We take the s_ymmetric equilibrium as the 
Bertrand outcome. 

3. Commitment and flexibility with competitive pricing 

We suppose that firni i when choosing a capacity level k is choosing a cost 
function with minimum average cost equal to c (the constant long run unit 
cost) at an output level equal to k. That is, the capacity level is the efficient 
scale of operation. In particular, we assume that the total cost of firm i of 
producing output x when it has installed capacity k is 

CA(x; k) = ck if x5 k, 

= cx + AV(x - k) otherwise, 

where A. is a positive constant representing the degree of flexibility of the 
technology and V is a continuous non-negative valued function on [O, 00) 
which is strictly increasing, three times continuously differentiable and such 
that V(0) =O. Its first derivative, v’, goes through the origin also and is 
strictly increasing and concave. For example, the function V; defined by 
V(&(I/(ol+ l))za+i (0 ccc 5 1) for ah z 2 0, satisfies our requirements. 

The cost structure can be interpreted as follows. Firm i before the market 
period buys or contracts for output k at constant long run unit cost c. If the 
firm wants to sell more than k at the market stage then it has to pay an 
additional cost c(x- k) + lV(x - k), larger than long run cost if L is positive.7 

Marginal costs, MC, is thus zero up to k and increasing (and concave) 
after it, 

MC,(x; k) = 0 if xck, 

=c+RV’(x-k) if x>k. 

‘A straightforward extension of the model is to make production costly, at a consrant 
marginal cost w, before the ekient scale of operation is reached. Then total produclion cos! nf 
x units, given k, is 

c(x; k) = ck + wx if xSk, 

=(c+ w)x-t-IV(x- k) otherwise. 

Long run marginai cost equais c+- w and ihe &urn01 and Eertrand outcomes ;iFC corrl[Juichi 

with c+ w instead of c. Propositions 3 and 4 below hold replacing c b!, (’ -t- E! 
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Notice that for a small positive E, marginal cost at k-i-~ is approximately c, 
since ~‘(0 -t-) =O, and at k--c is zero. Marginal cost is discontinuous at k. 
Marginal cost aitcr k is increasing with slope AV”(x-k). that is, proportion- 
aiiy to i for any given output x > k. The technoloplr is flexible, for finite R, in 
the sense that once firm I is committed to a capacity level k it can still 
produce more than k zt an increasing marginal cost larger than c. This 
marginal cost increases vith A for any given output X> k. When A=0 the 
technology is complete! flexible as there is no ‘penalty’ in producing more 
than k. When A= co I’ technology is completely inflexible and the firm 
carlnot produce more t:- 2 k. 

Alternatively, we co L: specify the cost structure with a continuous short- 
run marginal cost as foi: 6+3’s: 

&(x; k) = cx if xsk, 

= cx + IzV(x - k) otherwise: 

Marginal cost is now constant and equal to c up to k. The interpretation 
being now that AY is a plant design parameter chosen by the firm before the 
market stage which g$es the maximal efficient scale of the plant. To produce 
more than k, the firm has to pay a penalty as before which increases with ,I. 
With this alternative specification, all the results of the paper go through 
with minor modifications in the dsrivations. For the rest of the paper, we 
work with the first cost structure. 

Consider a two-stage process where firms at the first stage choose 
independentjy and simultaneously their capacity levels. The second stage is 
competitive, firms take prices as given and the market price is the one that 
equates the quantity demanded with the competitive supply of the firms. 
Production takes place at this stage. Firm i when choosing its capacity level, 
k, is choosing its supply Lnction, SX*; kJ, for the competitive stage to follow. 
Total supply is the addIiidn of the n individual supplies and the market 
price is the one that clears the market. S,(-; ki) is just the inverse of marginal 
cost for p> c and equals ki for pgc. Let @ denote V’- ’ and suppose for the 
sake of the argument that the range of V’ is (0, a~).~ Then, 

Si(p; kJ = ki if pdc, 

otherwise. 

‘lf V’ is bounded above then ~he domain of @ is a bounded interval and the supply of firm i 
is infinite for prices above a certain level. In any case lthe domain of @ is an open interval: (0, CC) 
or of the f<)rm (0, T) for some ‘7 T‘s-O If bJ’ ic h0undcd ;1hove. 
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Since V’ is strictly increasing. smooth and concave, @ is going to be strictly 

increasing, smooth (twice-continuously differentiable) and conve~.~ ThereforL, 
the supple of firm i will be nondecreasing and convex Let 

Total supply is then 

qp; K) = K if pgc, 

= K + nQ 
p-A 
.-;z -1 otherwise. 

The market clearing price p is the unique price for which excess demand is 

rot positive. Notice that D(a) and S( .; K) are continuous, D( .) is decreasing 
when positive and S(.;K) is non-decreasing so that they intersczt ZC~ when 
K 5x. otherwise the market clearing price is zero. Let I; be the function 
which assigns the market clearing price to every KE [O, D(c)]. That is, F(K) 
solves in p the equation D(p) = K + n@((p - c)/;1). Then, ‘-_ 

P=P(K) if K > D(c), 

= F(K) otherwise. 

F is twice-continuously differentiable, strictly decreasing and concave. F’ = 

(D’-WW)-“9 which is negative since D’ 50 and 0 20. F” ={(t$ - AD”)/ 
(AD’ - n#)“)F, which is non-positive since D”_IO and @’ 2 0. 

Given the capacity choices of the firms, (ki)iGN, if p is the market clearing 
price profits of firm i, xi, equal p&(p; ki)- C,(Si(p; kJ; ki). Substituting in the 
value of p we get the profits of firm i in terms of the capacity choices of the 
tilTllS, 

ni=(P(K)-c)ki if K > D(c), 

=(p-c)(kiim(~jj-ivje(~jj otherwise, 

We have thus a well defined game with firm 2’ choosing a capacity I+ in the 

“f#zV’? C/5 R t in eri s smoothness from 1”. $‘= I/V’“. which is positive GIVX ~“>(I ad 4” 
-- V”/( Y”)j, which is non-negative since V”‘<O. 
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interval [O,m and getting a payoff Xi as above. We show below that with n 
firms in the market and given a degree R, A ~(0, CD), of flexibility of the 
technology, the game has a unique and symmetric Nash equilibrium (in pure 
strategies) where all firms choose a positive capacity k* with an associated 
market price p*. The pair (k*,p ‘@) will be such that the market clears, D(p*) - 
n&(p*; k*) =0, amd will satisfy the first order condition (FOC), which using 
the usual enveloDe result for a competitive firm is easily seen to be 

$=&(p*, k*)F’(nk*)+p*-c=O. 
i 

That is, 

p-c= UP*, k*) 
IF'(nk*jl 

Notice that the FOC is similar to the Coutnot case, where p-c equals 
-u&Y(p)l; xi is the output of firm i and D’(p) the slope of the residual demand 

. 

that the firm fzces. In our model, the margin over long run unit cost equals 
the supply of ~‘IJI-I i, Si, divided by IF’1 =(n/A)&- D’ which is the absolute 
value of the slope of the residual demand of firm i given the capacity choices, 
Ki = &+i kj of the other ~ITIS. The residual demand of firm i is D(p) - 
(K-i + n+((p--c)/R)). Letting 3, go to infinity, we get the Cournot outcome, 
p-c = k/lD’(p)i and D(p) = nk, since (p - c)/;I and 4 go to zero and 4’ is bounded 
above [$J’ = l/V” and V”(0) >O]. Letting R go to zero, the equilibrium price 
approaches the long run cost c. In fact, we can show that for any given 
number of firms, as A goes from infinity to zerc, the equilibrium price ranges 
monotonically from the Cournot price to the Bertrand price which substan- 
tiates our claim that with fiexible technologies we are close to the Bertrand 
world and with non-flexible ones, we are close to the Cournot world. 

Combining the FOC and the market clearing conditions, we get something 
similar to a L.erner index for the industry. 

p*-c_ 1 

P* n(~,(p*; k*) - q(p*),’ 

where ~1 is the elasticity of demand and Ed the elasticity of supply, Ed= 

(Plnsil$‘* 

T4oti:e that the margin is over the long run unit cost c and not over the 
actual sh-art run margiEa cost. This index makes clear the welfare Boss 
associated with the strategic behavior of firms at the first stage, since to 
maximize total surplcs a total capacity of D(c) should be chosen to obtain 
the eficient price C. hen E, goes to infinity, the elasticity of supp!y goes Eo 
zero and. we are in tht: kRocarn0t case; j&en 1, goes to zero the ekasticity of 
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supply goes to infinity and we are in the E3ertrand case. Proposition 3 states 

the resu! ts. 

Propositiolz 3. Given a positive 1 end pt jrlri.5 in the market therz is a ux:ii;uc 
and sy.mmetric Nash equilibrium oj ihe game where all the firms sez capacft) 
k,*(A). Let p,*(A) be the associated market clearing price, then k:(s) and a:(*) 
are smooth functions on (0, co) and p,*( *) is strictly incrtasing. -‘;trthermore as A 
ranges from 00 to 0 p,*(A) ranges from the Cournot price to the Bertrand price 

Proog: lo To show that there is a unique and symmetric Nash equilibrium of 
the game one proceeds in three steps. First, the best reply function of firm i is 
derived and one sees that it is strictly positive, smooth and strictly decreasing 
on (O,D(c)). Second, it is checked that an equilibrium must be symmetric and 
then it follows that the unique symmetric equilibrium is given by the 
intersection of the best reply function of firm i and the line through the 
origin with slope l/(n - 1)’ ’ 

Step 1. The best reply of firm i is a continuous function on the non- 
negative reals, g(s), strictly positive on [0, D(c)) and zero otherwise. g(s) is 
continuously differentiable and strictly decreasing on (0, D(c)). 

To prove our claim let Y be the sum of the capacities of firms other than i. 
If Y zD(c) then the market price is P(Y), P(Y) SC, so that firm i cannot 
make positive profits and sets ki=O to get zero profits. If Y <D(c) and firm i 
chooses ki then the market price is F(Y + ki) which is larger than c for ki 
small enough since ;I>0 and firm i can make positive profits by choosing 
ki <D(C) - Y. When 0 < ki + Y < D(c), nXki> I’) is twice-continuously ditferen- 
tiable in both arguments by the smoothness of F. Fxthermore rri(*, Y) is 
strictly concave on (O,D(c)- Y) since 

$=(ki+@)F”+F’ 
i 

is negative as F’ c 0, F” 5 0 and 

‘The assu Gtion that V’ is concave is stronger than necessary for the results to hold. BEI that 
is needed is i:at the elasticity of I/” be less than (1 -l/n) iimcs the elasticity of V. If 2” is 
concave, this is always satisfied since then the elasticity c. r I”’ is Il:g%iiVe Md V”>O &lWayi. I& 

terms of the 4 fuzlction what is required is that the elasticity of +’ be larger than l/n- 1. For 
:,implicity, we stick to our concavity assumption about V. 

“The proof of existence and uniqueness is star&Zd. An alternative equivalent pro~?f would 
aote that the slope of the best respo;ase of fi i is negative but larger iRan minus one. Existence 
of a uniqae and symmetric equilibrium follows immediately. 
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We see thus that there is a uu,que best response to I: Since the best response 
lies in the interval (O,D(c)- Y) it is the unique solution in k of the equation 
~71L/i3kil~k, y,=O. Let g(Y) be the best response to Y. According to the implicit 
function theorem g is continuously differentiable on (O,D((-)) and ,z’ is 
neg? tive sixe 

i32ni=(ki+~)f”+F 
dkia Y ( > I+; #‘<O. 

S’tep 2. Let (ki)ieN be an equilibrium, then it must be the case that 
K <E(C). GLherwisc there is at least a firm which has a positive capacity and 
makes non-positive profits, but it can make strictly more by setting its 
capacity equal to zero. According to Step 1 then ki>O for all i since ki= 
g(K _i) and K -; 5 K <D(c). Since ki > 0 and K <D(c) ki must satisfy the first 
order condition (ki + $)F’ + p -- c = 0. Subtracting the jth equation from the ith 
one we get (ki - kj)F’ = 0 which imp’lies ki = kj for all i and j S~IICX F’ <O on 

(0, Jwh 

Step 3. There is a unique symmetric equilibrium. This follows immedi- 
ately: g is strictly decreasing when positive 2nd there is a unique intersection of 
Its graph with the line defined by the equation Y=(n- l)k. The unique k 
such that g((n - 1)k) = k is the symmetric equilibrium of the game. 

The market clearing price is p = Fjnk) and (k,p) satisfy the market clearing 
and the first order conditions, 

D(r)--n(a+Q(y))=o 

The Jacobian determinant of the system is 

which is negative according to our assumptions. 

Let (k,*,p,*) be the functions which assign to each E.E(O, co) &e equilibrium 
capacity and price respectively when there are n firms in the industry. 
Accordin: to the implicit function theorem then k,*(e) and p,*(m) arc con- 



tinuously differentiabie functicms of i, and, after some computations. 

which is stnctly positive, and 

dk,* 1 --=-- 
dA d (( 

n!!+JUi_Y &_n(p_+#I’K)” 7. !--J 
) ) . 

Rem&. One may conjectur;;: that as the technology gets more flexible firms 
try to keep the price up 5’;’ setting smaller capacities. In that case the 
equilibrium capacity k* would be increasing in 1. ?llis turns out not to be 
true in general. The sign of dk*/d,I depends OK the e!asticities of 9’ and D’. A 
sufficient condition for this sign to be positive is that the elasticity of @’ $2 
less than l/n. This follows immediately from the expression c)IF &$,‘di abotc. 
Example 1 below makes clear ihat the sign is ambiguous. 

Example I. Let V(z)=P+=/(a+l), O<as 1, then the elasticity of @’ is 
(1 --@/‘a and therefore the equilibrium capacity is increasing in A. if 
(1 - ~)/a < l/n. When a = i and demand is linear k,* is decreasing in A. 

Example 2. Let a = 1 in Example 1 then marginal cost increases linearly 
with slope 1 after k[V’(z) =z and V” = 11. In that case, rhe equilibritim 
capacity k* is increasing in 1 since the elasticity of 4’ is zero. The lower 
bound - 1 k* (3s A goes to zero) is easily seen to be ((n- l)/n2)D(c). If, 
fur;hemlore, we assume that demand is linear, p =a - X, with ~1.0 c, we may 
compute explicitly the equilibrium price and capacity. These kr U 

p*=c+ 
1 

A(1 +n)+ri2 
5 and k*= ‘+n-i 6 where ii=a c 

A(1 +n)+MZ 
- . 

ic* ranges irom 6/(n i- 1) (the Coumot output) to ((n- l)/n2) U and p* from 
(a +nc)/(n+ 1) (thz Cournot price) to c as A ranges from a3 to 0. 

4. Asymptotic results 

We kn0.w that in a Cournot market (under our assirmptions) as the 
number of fims gro-ws price gees to the corrstanli unit cost f iat i? r~:c I,‘n,! 
This result is clear if we look at the perceived elasticity of demand for firm i. 
If the other firms produce x residual demand for firm i is Dfyl) - x which has 
an elasticity (piXi)~‘(pi. As the number of firms grcws, residual 
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firm r’ is shifting inwards and, by symmetry, the individual Cournot output is 
going to zero at a rate l/n. Price is always above marginal cost and the slope 
of demand is bounded away from zero, therefore the perceived elasticity of 
firm i goes to infinity as n goes to infinity and in the limit p=c. 

hen the technology is not completely unflexiblie (A< a), individual 
production X, p noes to zero as n increases since total production is less than 
D(c) and all firms produce the same amount. Therefore, from the FCC, 

pn-C= xn 
I I 

, 
D’+ 

price goes to long run marginal cost c. We see thus that total production 
goes to the efficient output D(c), and that the order of magnitude of 
individual output is l/n. The market price goes to the efficient price c at a 
rate of at least l/n= In facc if margina! cost has bounded slope [i.e., if 
V”(0) c co], then the order of magnitude of l/ID’-(n/i)+‘1 is also l/n since 4’ 
is bounded away from zero (&= l/V). Consequently, the order of magnitude 

of P,- c is l/n2, and it is easily checked that (pn-c)n2 converges to 
lD(c)V’(O) as n goes tc infinity. It is worth noting that the convergence is 
faster for more flexible technologies, that is, for smaller A’s, in the sense that 
the difference of the equilibrium and the efficient price times n2 goes to a 
constant [AD(c)V”(O+)] which is monotonic in 1 and ranges from co to 0 as 
A ranges from 03 to 0. 

The perceived elasticity of demand goes to infinity on two counts when 
marginal cost has bounded slope. First, as a result of individual output going 
to zero at 2 rate l/n, that is, as a result of the inward shifting of residual 
demand for firm i as the number of firms grows (like in the Cournot case). 
Second, as a result of the slope of residual demand going to infinity linearly 
with tz (while in the Cournot case we did not have this effect). This is because 
adding some flexibility to the technology the slope of residual demand 
depends on the supply of the other firms, getting flatter as the number of 
firms increases. pn-c equals individual output times the inverse of the slope 
cf residual demand, each factor is of the order of magnitude of l/n. 
Therefore, p,--c is of the order of magnitude of l/nz. Proposition 4 
summarizes the results. 

~repQ§~fil7~ 4. her qf_firms paws, the e~~i~~b~~~~ price p,” goes to 
the @kieazt price c at a rate of at least ljn. If marginal costs hsve bounded 
slope the rate of corawrgence i: I/n2: (p, -c)n2 converges to AD(c) as n 
goes t0 ~~~~~t~. 
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h) capacity is a good ore-commitment vari 
to the Cournot world and the margin over long run unit cost c will be high. 
If the technology is flexible (A low) capacity is not such a good 
precommitment variable, we are close to the Bertrand world and the margin 
will be low. Intermediate situations will yield intermediate outcomes. Except 
in the case of a completely flexible technology the market price is above the 
long run unit cost or efficient price, and there is a welfare loss. Furthermore, 
the Lerner index of the industry, L,(A) =@,(A) -c)/p,(A), is positively 
associated with the degree of flexibility of the technology, A, and its order of 
magnitude is at most l/n. In fact, if short run marginal costs have bounded 
slope the order of magnitude of L,(A) is l/n2 and welfare losses tend to 
dissipate quickly as the numb I of firms in the industry grows. 
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